


Trump approval drops &

more than half say he's

not fit to serve





Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons



/& criminals run the nation

Senate confirms Brett Kavanaugh to Supreme

Court

U.S. Senate

votes 50-48 to

confirm Brett

Kavanaugh to

The Supreme

Court.

    Future of Supreme Court’s neutral reputation

rests on Kavanaugh vote

    Melania Trump: Judge Kavanaugh is 'highly

qualified'

Chris Coons on Meet the Press

NBC News

News

Sen. Coons says it's premature to talk about

impeachment



Trump praises Kavanaugh after confirmation

msnbc

Trump praises Kavanaugh after confirmation

Protesters swarm door of Supreme Court

msnbc

Protesters swarm door of Supreme Court

Elie Mystal: We didn't need FBI investigation.

We needed GOP to have decency

Elie Mystal: We didn't need FBI investigation.

We needed GOP to have decency

Bishop Barber on Kavanaugh nomination: ‘This

was a sham’

AM Joy

Bishop Barber on Kavanaugh nomination: ‘This

was a sham’

NYT: White House limited FBI's Kavanaugh

review from the start

Brian Williams

NYT: White House limited FBI's Kavanaugh

review from the start

Sen. Manchin announces 'Yes' vote on Judge

Kavanaugh

Ali Velshi

Sen. Manchin announces 'Yes' vote on Judge

Kavanaugh



Brian Williams

Susan Collins says she'll support Kavanaugh

giving Trump a win/the world and nation a loss

 

     

    Nikki Haley resigns from U.N. post

    President Trump says he has accepted the

resignation of U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley,

who will be leaving at the end of the year.

    Wants to 'take a break' »













nobody thinks so ... dancing in

 the streets...yes!













ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 



ANOTHER TRILLION IN

DEBT 
ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 

ANOTHER TRILLION IN

DEBT 

    KAVANAUGH

ADVANCES   .

News and buzz

Kavanaugh in 1998: If president interferes with

special counsel, he should expect

impeachment

Trump praises Kavanaugh after confirmation

msnbc

Trump praises Kavanaugh after confirmation

Why this is one of the most important midterm

elections ever

AM Joy

Why this is one of the most important midterm

elections ever



Are new talks with North Korea producing

anything positive?

Weekends with Alex Witt

Are new talks with North Korea producing

anything positive?

NYT investigation dismantles Trump’s story of

being a self-made billionaire

AM Joy

NYT investigation dismantles Trump’s story of

being a self-made billionaire

Bishop Barber on Kavanaugh nomination: ‘This

was a sham’

AM Joy

Bishop Barber on Kavanaugh nomination: ‘This

was a sham’





     

    Nikki Haley resigns from U.N. post

    President Trump says he has accepted the

resignation of U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley,

who will be leaving at the end of the year.

    Wants to 'take a break' »

Events surrounding the nomination of Donald

Trump’s Supreme Court pick Brett Kavanaugh

have led many to question the morals and

ethics of some of America’s top political

leaders. Activist Bishop William Baber joins

Joy Reid to discuss.

Elie Mystal: We didn't need FBI investigation.

We needed GOP to have decency

AM Joy

Elie Mystal: We didn't need FBI investigation.

We needed GOP to have decency

    Grim warning issued ahead of Hurricane

Michael

    Alvin Kamara wears Colin Kaepernick jersey

    Taylor Swift triggers surge in voter



registration

    Report: Kanye West to meet Trump at White

House

    Kavanaugh’s first day at the Supreme Court

Business Reuters

Trump repeats threat of more tariffs if China

retaliates on trade

President Donald Trump on Tuesday repeated

his threat to impose tariffs on $267 billion

worth of additional Chinese imports if China

retaliates for the recent levies and other

measures the United States has taken in the

countries' escalating trade war. Trump,

speaking to reporters in the Oval Office, also

said China is not ready to reach a deal on

trade. "China wants to make a deal, and I say

they're not ready yet," Trump said.

How President Trump’s Trade Deals Could Lift

the US Economy

Market Realist

China slashes U.S. LPG imports amid trade war

Reuters



Politics HuffPost

Stormy Daniels Details Her Weird Airport

Run-In With Michael Cohen

Adult film star Stormy Daniels had a brief, but

strange airport encounter with

Oct 8 at 6:54 AM

BOLD Democrats is a grassroots movement to

elect a record number of diverse Democrats in

2018. If you only want our most important

email updates, click here. If you'd like to

unsubscribe, click here.



Trump Proposes MAJOR cuts to Social

Security

Do you APPROVE of Trump’s cuts to Social

Security?

    This is an OUTRAGE!

Trump budget cuts social security and

medicaid, breaking major promises - Forbes

Oct 8 at 7:08 AM Daily Kos Recommended

    Sen. Susan Collins, liar

    That sound you just heard? It was the

cracking of the patriarchy.

    GOP leader: Women protesting Kavanaugh

were 'clowns' and it will 'all blow over'

    Even after he's confirmed, Kavanaugh might

not be on the court for very long



LATEST FROM NBC NEWS

    Tropical Storm Michael expected to hit Gulf

Coast as hurricane

   Bulgarian investigative journalist killed,

authorities say

    4h ago

    Kavanaugh's confirmation fight has nearly

broken the Senate. Can it recover?



    'Grief stricken': 'The Walking Dead' cast

reacts to death of actor Scott Wilson

    Wife says missing Interpol president sent

knife image as danger signal

    'Cloud.' 'Legitimacy crisis.' 'Taint.' Legal

experts on Kavanaugh joining the court.

    Panthers' Eric Reid takes a knee during first

game back in NFL

Mitch McConnell Refuses To Say He Wouldn’t

Confirm A SCOTUS Nominee In 2020

By Hayley Miller



FORMER YALE LAW DEAN:

‘AMERICAN TRAGEDY’

Former Yale Law School

Dean: Kavanaugh’s

Confirmation Is An

‘American Tragedy’

     By Dominique Mosbergen

Rep. Lieu: Dems to investigate Kavanaugh if

party wins midterms

Wash. Post editor: No indication missing

journalist was in danger

Supreme Court Calendar: Justice Kavanaugh

facing major cases soon

Trump biographer: No Evidence President

Trump is a billionaire



THE FRAUDULENCE OF SUSAN COLLINS 

THINK

Image: Susan Collins

Opinion

White women will not save us from the

patriarchy — and Brett Kavanaugh proves it

Image: The Senate confirms Supreme Court

nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh.

Opinion

Democrats' trust in the Supreme Court ended

with Kavanaugh's confirmation

Image: Police look on as protesters are

arrested in the Senate Hart building during a

rally against Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh on Capitol Hill in Washington on

Oct. 4, 2018.

Opinion

Kavanaugh's confirmation reveals the moral

rot that lets us ignore survivors

Kavanaugh vote will drive political backlash if

history is guide

Rachel Maddow

Kavanaugh vote will drive political backlash if

history is guide

Murray: Women will heed Kavanaugh vote as



call to run for office

Rachel Maddow

Murray: Women will heed Kavanaugh vote as

call to run for office

Kavanaugh takes partisan vendetta to high

court with lifetime job

Rachel Maddow

Kavanaugh takes partisan vendetta to high

court with lifetime job

The Rachel Maddow Show

Live updates: Hurricane Michael

heads toward Florida, could be

Category 3 at landfall



MORE

Lawrence: ‘The Senate is an unfixable crime

against democracy’

The Last Word

Lawrence: ‘The Senate is an unfixable crime

against democracy’

Why Murkowski opposes Kavanaugh

The Last Word

Why Murkowski opposes Kavanaugh

Lawrence: Heidi Heitkamp shows us a profile

in courage

The Last Word



Lawrence: Heidi Heitkamp shows us a profile

in courage

Joe: Kavanaugh's decisions will be tainted by

partisanship

Morning Joe

Joe: Kavanaugh's decisions will be tainted by

partisanship

Washington Post seeks information on missing

columnist

Morning Joe

Washington Post seeks information on missing

columnist

Jill Lepore on fake news, evolution of

Republican women

Morning Joe

Jill Lepore on fake news, evolution of

Republican women

Morning Joe

Hallie Jackson

UN Ambassador Nikki Haley has told staff she

plans to resign

U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley has told staff she

plans to resign. Andrea Mitchell and Hallie

Jackson report.



    Rep. Sanford: ‘Something doesn’t smell right’

with Haley resignation

    Nikki Haley resignation catches officials off

guard

What matters to voters in California 4 weeks

ahead of midterms?

Stephanie Ruhle

What matters to voters in California 4 weeks

ahead of midterms?

New ad suggests Ted Cruz not tough as Texas

Morning Joe

New ad suggests Ted Cruz not tough as Texas

Joe: Trump turns swearing-in into political pep

rally

Morning Joe

Joe: Trump turns swearing-in into political pep

rally

Trump apologizes to Kavanaugh ‘on behalf of

our nation’

Hardball

Trump apologizes to Kavanaugh ‘on behalf of

our nation’

Trump camp sought online manipulation plan

from Israeli firm: NYT



Rachel Maddow

Trump camp sought online manipulation plan

from Israeli firm: NYT

Your deepest, darkest secrets about the

midterm elections.

Anna Brand / NBC News

Midterms 2018

Election Confessions: Your deepest, darkest

secrets about the midterm elections

Democrats, Republicans, Independents and

people unaffiliated with a party shared their

secrets about the midterm elections with NBC

News’ opinion section THINK.

Chris Pappas,

OUT Politics and Policy

Rainbow wave, or a ripple? Record number of

LGBTQ candidates on midterm ballots

Image: Taylor Swift

Opinion

The politics of being Taylor Swift: Her words

matter, but so does her silence

Ford announces plan to lay off workers after

tariffs cost them $1B

Stephanie Ruhle



Ford announces plan to lay off workers after

tariffs cost them $1B

The economy remains strong, but are we

starting to see the first signs of stalling?

Stephanie Ruhle is joined by Politico’s Ben

White to discuss Ford’s plan to lay off workers

after they say President Trump’s tariffs have

cost them a billion dollars.

Report: We have 12 years to limit the effects of

global warming

All In

Report: We have 12 years to limit the effects of

global warming

Hurricane Michael: Gulf Coast braces for

storm, evacuations ordered

News

Hurricane Michael: Gulf Coast braces for

storm, evacuations ordered

#BattlegroundCollegeTour

Politics on campus: What matters to college

Democrats and Republicans?

Katy Tur

Politics on campus: What matters to college

Democrats and Republicans?



How one school is engaging the next

generation in politics

Katy Tur

How one school is engaging the next

generation in politics

California: President Trump’s favorite foe?

Katy Tur

California: President Trump’s favorite foe?

HALEY HITTING

THE EXIT

TOP STORIES

The Only Republican Who Acted Like A Senator

Hillary Clinton Calls Brett Kavanaugh

Swearing-In A ‘Political Rally’

GOP Senator Pushes Disturbing Christine

Blasey Ford Conspiracy Theory

Stop And Frisk Doesn’t Work, Despite What

Trump Says

Journalist’s Disappearance Shows How Little

Saudi Arabia Thinks Of Its Citizens

Pope Francis: Satan Is Stalking The Catholic

Church



Hurricane Michael intensifies as Category 2

storm edges closer to Florida’s Gulf Coast

The storm’s winds topped 110 mph late this

morning, just shy of Category 3, according to

the National Hurricane Center. Michael is set

to make landfall Wednesday along Florida's



Panhandle.By Jason Samenow&Brian McNoldy

Nikki Haley to Resign as Trump’s Ambassador

to the U.N.

    Ms. Haley said she would resign at the end

of the year, marking a high-profile departure of

one of the few women in President Trump’s

cabinet.

    Mr. Trump said Ms. Haley had told him she

wanted a break after two years on the job, and

Ms. Haley said she had no intention of running

for the presidency in 2020.

Here are the major departures from the Trump

administration to date.



    College football's winningest coach dies

    'Venom' breaks records and Lady Gaga

shines at the box office

    Bride gets unexpected edit to first dance

    NFL player ejected for punching opponent

    NFLer kneels before 1st game with new

team

    Why Monica Lewinsky is changing her name



    39.5-point underdog pulls off shocking upset

    Second Pret a Manger allergy death reported

    Alicia Keys partners with husband's ex-wife

U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley resigns, to leave

at year's end

By Noah Bierman  and Tracy Wilkinson

Chargers owner Alex Spanos dies at 95

    • Alex Spanos' fortune began with bologna

over six decades ago. Last year, we profiled

his son's agonizing decision to move the

Chargers to L.A.

Chargers owner Alex Spanos dies at 95

    Another storm is brewing

    Potential tropical cyclone is looking to

wreak havoc on Central America

    Tropical Storm Michael will likely slam the

US as a hurricane this week

    Rosa's floodwaters trap people in cars in

Phoenix

    5,000+ could still be missing in deadly quake



Susan Edelman Blank

ROBERT POST, the former Dean of Yale Law School:

“Kavanaugh will thus join the court as the black-robed

embodiment of raw partisan power inconsistent with any ideal of

an impartial judiciary. As the court moves to the right to

accommodate Trump’s appointments, Kavanaugh will inevitably

become the focus of distrust and mobilization. His very presence

will undermine the court’s claim to legitimacy; it will damage the

nation’s commitment to the rule of law. It will be an American

tragedy.”

politico.com

Brett Kavanaugh Cannot Have It Both Ways

As the former dean of Yale Law School, I’m shocked by the…

 As the former dean of Yale Law School, I’m shocked by the

judge’s partisan turn.

By ROBERT POST

October 06, 2018

Share on Facebook

Share on Twitter

Brett Kavanaugh and I differ on most fundamental questions of

constitutional law. Nevertheless, as a former dean of the

institution where he received his law degree, I have withheld

comment on the merits of his appointment. I am proud of the rich

diversity of views that Yale Law School has produced.

Over the past decade, Kavanaugh has been a casual

acquaintance. He seemed a gentle, quiet, reserved man, always

solicitous of the dignity of his position as a judge on the United



States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. It

was therefore with something approaching unbelief that I heard

his speech after Christine Blasey Ford’s testimony.

With calculation and skill, Kavanaugh stoked the fires of partisan

rage and male entitlement. He had apparently concluded that the

only way he could rally Republican support was by painting

himself as the victim of a political hit job. He therefore offered a

witches’ brew of vicious unfounded charges, alleging that

Democratic members of the Senate Judicial Committee were

pursuing a vendetta on behalf of the Clintons. If we expect judges

to reach conclusions based solely on reliable evidence,

Kavanaugh’s savage and bitter attack demonstrated exactly the

opposite sensibility.

I was shell-shocked. This was not the Brett Kavanaugh I thought

I knew. Having come so close to confirmation, Kavanaugh

apparently cared more about his promotion than about preserving

the dignity of the Supreme Court to which he aspired to join. Even

if he sought to defend his honor as a husband and father, his

unbalanced rantings about political persecution were so utterly

inconsistent with the dispassionate temperament we expect from

judges that one had to conclude that he had chosen ambition

over professionalism.

His performance is indelibly etched in the public mind. For as

long as Kavanaugh sits on the court, he will remain a symbol of

partisan anger, a haunting reminder that behind the smiling face

of judicial benevolence lies the force of an urgent will to power.

No one who felt the force of that anger could possibly believe

that Kavanaugh might actually be a detached and impartial

judge. Each and every Republican who votes for Kavanaugh,

therefore, effectively announces that they care more about

controlling the Supreme Court than they do about the legitimacy

of the court itself. There will be hell to pay.



I was in the end prompted to write this essay because on

Thursday Kavanaugh published a remarkable editorial in the Wall

Street Journal in which he apologized for his rash words and

attempted to reclaim for himself the “independence and

impartiality” so necessary for judges. But judicial temperament is

not like a mask that can be put on or taken off at will. Judicial

temperament is more than skin-deep. It is part of the DNA of

person, as is well illustrated by Merrick Garland, who never once

descended to the partisan rancor of Kavanaugh, despite the

Senate’s refusal even to dignify his nomination with a hearing.

Judge Kavanaugh cannot have it both ways. He cannot gain

confirmation by unleashing partisan fury while simultaneously

claiming that he possesses a judicial and impartial temperament.

If Kavanaugh really cared about the integrity and independence

of the Supreme Court, he would even now withdraw from

consideration.

But I see no evidence that he is about to withdraw. Kavanaugh

will thus join the court as the black-robed embodiment of raw

partisan power inconsistent with any ideal of an impartial

judiciary. As the court moves to the right to accommodate

Trump’s appointments, Kavanaugh will inevitably become the

focus of distrust and mobilization. His very presence will

undermine the court’s claim to legitimacy; it will damage the

nation’s commitment to the rule of law. It will be an American

tragedy.   Share on Facebook  Share on Twitter Robert Post

is Sterling professor at Yale Law School. This

article is adapted from original version,which

appeared on the blog Take Care.



But I see no evidence that he is about to

withdraw. Kavanaugh will thus join the court

as the black-robed embodiment of raw partisan

power inconsistent with any ideal of an

impartial judiciary. As the court moves to the

right to accommodate Trump’s appointments,

Kavanaugh will inevitably become the focus of

distrust and mobilization. His very presence

will undermine the court’s claim to legitimacy;

it will damage the nation’s commitment to the

rule of law. It will be an American tragedy.







 Trump trump mocks Ford's sexual assault

testimony

    Breaking News

    Hear Trump's remarks

LATEST FROM NBC NEWS

   

    Polio-like condition may be on the rise again

    34m ago

    8 apple recipes to try this fall

    1h ago



    Facebook's new video chat device met with

privacy concerns

    1h ago

    Google says it found security flaw in March

but chose not to tell users

    1h ago

    Trump's tariffs have already cost Ford $1B;

now it's planning layoffs

    1h ago

    $1 million lotto ticket claimed just weeks

before expiration

    2h ago

    Here are autumn's best meteor showers —

and how to see them

    2h ago

    Taylor Swift's dive into political waters

brings out the lovers and haters

    3h ago

    Limo involved in fatal crash never should

have been on the road, New York governor

says

    3h ago

    New justice on the bench: Kavanaugh's first

Supreme Court cases

    3h ago



    Erdogan says Saudi officials must prove

Khashoggi left consulate

    3h ago

    Experts dismiss N. Korea's latest

concession to U.S.

    3h ago

    Trump blasts Kavanaugh impeachment

effort, calls allegations a 'hoax'

    4h ago

    Packers' Crosby after five missed kicks:

'This is uncharted territory'

    4h ago

    Peter King: Cleveland Browns are the team

to watch

    4h ago

    Will 2020 Census miss reality of Latino

numbers, identity?

    4h ago

    Hillary, Bill Clinton to go on tour this year

    4h ago

    Beckham 'trying to be a leader' by calling

out Giants' heart, energy

    4h ago

    Watch the 2018 Meet the Press Film Festival

    5h ago



    Romania's constitutional ban on gay

marriage fails due to low voter turnout

s

MSNBC Video

Hope Hicks hired by Fox to be Executive VP

and Chief Comm. Officer

03:35

Hope Hicks hired by Fox to be Executive VP

and Chief Comm. Officer

03:35

Can Democrats take the Senate?

05:21

Where does Justice Kavanaugh stand on key

issues?

10:57

Which party is getting a bigger boost from the

Kavanaugh fight?

06:06

The Midterms: 18 key House races in the 18

most competitive districts.
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                                          Image: Judge Brett

Kavanaugh testifies to the Senate Judiciary

Committee during his Supreme Court

confirmation hearing

Opinion

Kavanaugh confirmation has some men

worried. Maybe that's a good thing.

Mike Tyson-Carl Williams Boxing Match



Opinion

Trump's family has been conning America for

decades. It could cost them millions.

Image: Susan Collins

Opinion

White women will not save us from the

patriarchy — and Brett Kavanaugh proves it

Lady Gaga and Bradley Cooper in 'A Star Is

Born'.

Opinion

Yes, 'A Star Is Born' is as good 

Trump's family has been

conning America for decades.

It could cost them millions.





A Republican since 1979 is now leaving the

party

Morning Joe

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/and criminals run the

nation



Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?



http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 



america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 

  

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

Index of http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

Albert L Peia      http://albertpeia.com 

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan     

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.



Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now

Oct 9 at 2:47 PM

Daily Kos Liberation League

The Daily Kos Liberation League features

highly recommended posts about racial

justice, gender equality, and LGBTQ rights.

    Citing 'sh*thole countries' slur, judge blocks

Trump admin from ending immigration



protections

    Feds finally arrest SoCal racists for violence

in Charlottesville, long after media named

them

    Inspectors report nooses in cells, medical

neglect in surprise visit to private immigration

prison

    Black and brown political leaders are KEY to

the BLUE WAVE we need to oust Republicans.

Please give $1 to each of these amazing POC

candidates.

    A social researcher highlights the startlingly

different ways men and women avoid sexual

assaults

    Chicago cop who shot Laquan McDonald 16

times convicted on 17 counts, including

murder

    The greatest of Trump's delusions: that he'll

win the black vote by bribing them with jobs



    Top Democratic candidate to run for

Mississippi governor, but a Jim Crow law could

deny him victory

    Miami University's new Title IX policy opens

door for assailants to directly question their

victims

    Education Department investigation uses

girl's sexual assault to attack transgender

students' rights

    GET OUT THE VOTE for progressive leaders

in LA. Just click here, enter your zip code,

choose the event that works best for you, and

RSVP to attend.

    Udall and 12 other Democrats introduce bill

to battle suppression of the American Indian

vote

    It's Indigenous Peoples Day. Do you know

whose stolen land you're on?

    Senate Democrats introduce bill mandating



body-worn camera programs at ICE, Border

Patrol

    Voting Rights Roundup: Four states vote on

redistricting reforms in November. Here's how

they work

    I am paralyzed from the waist down. Without

Medicaid, I wouldn't be here today

Jon Meacham: The battle is over on

Kavanaugh, but the war goes on

Brian Williams

Jon Meacham: The battle is over on

Kavanaugh, but the war goes on

Susan Collins says she'll support Kavanaugh

giving Trump a win   Brian Williams

Susan Collins says she'll support Kavanaugh

giving Trump a win

NYT: White House limited FBI's Kavanaugh

review from the start

Brian Williams

NYT: White House limited FBI's Kavanaugh

review from the start

by Taboola
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Can BuyDr. Marty
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 TOP STORIES

Saudi Arabia’s Defenders Offer Conspiracy

Theories About Missing Journalist

Trump Says Brett Kavanaugh Was ‘Caught Up

In A Hoax’ And ‘Did Nothing Wrong’

Limousine In Schoharie Crash That Killed 20

Failed Inspection: Reports

Hope Hicks Named Chief Communications

Officer For FOX



Florida Threatened As Michael Strengthens

Into A Hurricane

Thousands Of Marriott Workers Strike In 7

Cities

By Marina Fang

Obama annually acknowledged the

controversial holiday’s painful legacy.

POLITICS

The Patriarchy’s Last Stand

By Emily Peck

The GOP is now essentially the last bastion of

male dominance in a Me Too world.

OPINION | Susan Collins Just Sealed Her Fate

By Michelangelo Signorile, Columnist

The mask is off.

U.S. NEWS

Website For Hon. Brett Kavanaugh Redirects

To Anti-Sexual-Violence Group RAINN

By Jenna Amatulli

Judge Brett Kavanaugh was confirmed to the

U.S. Supreme Court on Saturday amid several

sexual misconduct allegations.

ENTERTAINMENT

George Romero’s Wife Says Deceased



Filmmaker Left Behind Dozens Of Scripts

By Andy McDonald

The creator of "Night Of The Living Dead"

reportedly had 40 to 50 unused scripts when

he died.

ENVIRONMENT

New UN Climate Report Dims Hope For

Averting Catastrophic Global Warming

By Alexander C. Kaufman and Chris D'Angelo

Keeping temperatures from rising beyond the

Paris agreement’s ambitious target will require

unprecedented changes.

Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan

Collins

People who expected Sen. Susan Collins,

allegedly one of two remaining

Democrats have narrow edge in battleground

House districts, survey finds

With just a month to the midterm elections, the

Washington Post-Schar School poll highlights

the challenge for Republicans as they seek to



maintain their House majority.

    By Scott Clement and Dan Balz

Trump says calls to impeach Kavanaugh are

‘an insult to the American public’

The president also predicted that Democrats

will pay a price at the polls for the chaotic

confirmation process.

    By John Wagner

The Fix: Another big Democratic loss. And yet

more complaints about a ‘rigged’ system.

The Fix: Congress was primed to bungle the

Kavanaugh allegations

U.N. scientists issue dire warning on climate

change

A report says nations will need to cut their

carbon emissions by more than 1 billion tons

per year over the next decade, a figure that is

larger than the annual emissions of nearly

every country.

    By Chris Mooney and Brady Dennis



Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan

Collins

People who expected Sen. Susan Collins,

allegedly one of two remaining

   

    

Capitol Journal

Column: California's housing situation is a

mess. Proposition 10 isn't going to help



George Skelton

By George Skelton

Study gives depressing look at how climate

change puts Americans’ mental health at risk

Is climate change stressing you out? A new

study linking weather and mental health in the

United States suggests things could get much

worse.

    • Global warming report carries life-or-death

warning

California has a racist past. But removing

monuments sparks debate about how to reflect

an ugly history

As monuments and mascots are now deemed

offensive and removed from public spaces,

leaders and historians are left to ponder how

the past should be preserved without adding

fuel to hate groups that sometimes use the

symbols as a source of power.

Hannah Fry

By Hannah Fry



    • L.A. voted to replace Columbus Day with

Indigenous Peoples Day in 2017. Read

columnist Robin Abcarian’s take on the

historic decision

Google+ social network is being killed,

because of a privacy lapse and because people

just don't use it
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The Beat with Ari Melber

Nikki Haley resigns as GOP panics, braces for

Dem wave

Ambassador Nikki Haley resigns as new polling

reveals Democrats have a 13-point lead in the

midterms House ballot.

    Rep. Sanford: ‘Something doesn’t smell right’

with Haley resignation

    Nikki Haley resignation catches officials off

guard

NBC/Marist Poll: Heller leading Rosen in

Nevada Senate race

Hardball

NBC/Marist Poll: Heller leading Rosen in

Nevada Senate race

Politico: 68 GOP house seats in play for the

midterms

Hardball

Politico: 68 GOP house seats in play for the



midterms

Melber: See the climate report that shreds

Pres. Trump’s science denials

The Beat with Ari Melber

Melber: See the climate report that shreds

Pres. Trump’s science denials

Report reveals Israeli firm pitched Trump

campaign on ‘manipulation’

Deadline White House

Report reveals Israeli firm pitched Trump

campaign on ‘manipulation’

Ford announces plan to lay off workers after

tariffs cost them $1B

Stephanie Ruhle

Ford announces plan to lay off workers after

tariffs cost them $1B

#BattlegroundCollegeTour: Nevada

How Nevada Democrats are preparing for the

midterms

Katy Tur

How Nevada Democrats are preparing for the

midterms

If Democrats want to retake control of the

government following next month's midterms,



they have to hold on to a number of

competitive seats currently occupied by

Democrats. The Democrat running for Nevada's

third congressional district, Susie Lee, sits

down with Katy Tur.

What issues matter to students at the

University of Nevada?

Katy Tur

What issues matter to students at the

University of Nevada?

The rise of non-partisan voters in Nevada

Katy Tur

The rise of non-partisan voters in Nevada

Women a decisive factor in Dem support,

polling shows

Morning Joe

Women a decisive factor in Dem support,

polling shows

New ad suggests Ted Cruz not tough as Texas

Morning Joe

New ad suggests Ted Cruz not tough as Texas

Your deepest, darkest secrets about the

midterm elections.

Anna Brand / NBC News

Midterms 2018



Election Confessions: Your deepest, darkest

secrets about the midterm elections

Democrats, Republicans, Independents and

people unaffiliated with a party shared their

secrets about the midterm elections with NBC

News’ opinion section THINK.

Chris Pappas,

OUT Politics and Policy

Rainbow wave, or a ripple? Record number of

LGBTQ candidates on midterm ballots

Sabato: ‘Red wave ain’t gonna happen, it’s just

a question of how big the blue wave is’

MTP Daily

Sabato: ‘Red wave ain’t gonna happen, it’s just

a question of how big the blue wave is’

Image: The front entrance to the grounds of

the Society of St. John in Shohola

Scranton Times-Tribune

U.S. news

A Catholic society used dreams of a medieval

life and rebellion to groom victims

The Society of Saint John's leader had red

flags in his background but was allowed to set



up at a boys' boarding school, where he was

accused of abuse.

Hurricane Michael: Gulf Coast braces for

storm, evacuations ordered

News

Hurricane Michael: Gulf Coast braces for

storm, evacuations ordered

LATEST FROM NBC NEWS

    1h ago

    Georgia HS football player died after

traumatic brain injury, coroner rules

    1h ago

    Trump set to lift pharmacist 'gag orders' on

drug prices

    2h ago

    Could Vance Joseph, Jason Garrett be fired

midseason?

    2h ago

    Where does Brees rank among quarterback

greats?

    2h ago

    Limo in deadly crash was cited for 'brakes

out of service'

    2h ago



    Study shows difficulty of getting medical

records

    3h ago

    Former Marine also celebrating birthday

among victims in N.Y. limo crash

    3h ago

    Deported parents may lose kids to adoption,

investigation finds

    4h ago

    Go ahead, talk to yourself. It's normal —and

good for you.

    4h ago

    'We don't need this': After Florence,

Carolinas brace for another hit

    4h ago

    How Hamilton's Javier Muñoz is ensuring

Florida Puerto Ricans vote

    4h ago

    Son in viral meme forgives mother for

#HimToo tweet

    4h ago

    ICE freezes deportations in areas affected

by Hurricane Michael

    4h ago

    Batwoman unveiled: First image of Ruby



Rose's Gotham superhero emerges

    4h ago

    Poll: Races in Nevada are a dead heat

    4h ago

    When's the right time to push during

childbirth? New study may change timing

    4h ago

    Refugee team will compete in Tokyo

Olympics

    4h ago

    Sudden release of hundreds of migrants in

Phoenix is 'start of dam breaking'

    5h ago

    Trump says Ivanka would be 'incredible' at

U.N. job, but predicts nepotism charges

    5h ago

    Young Latinos use virtual reality to reunite

immigrant families

See All
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Former Yale Law School Dean: Kavanaugh's

Confirmation Is An 'American Tragedy'

Robert Post, the former dean of Yale Law

School, minced no words in

Should our President build a border wall

between the U.S. and Mexico? Let your voice

be heard. Vote now & defend the rule of law.



Politics Indiewire

Robert Redford: ‘I Feel Out of Place in the

Country I Was Born Into’

"Our civil servants have failed us," he said in a

statement.

Ford's lawyers say Senate Judiciary

Committee failed her

CBS News Videos

Grassley: Maybe women don't join Judiciary

Cmte. due to workload

Yahoo View

Business Motley Fool

Predicting Social Security's 2019 COLA

Based on new data, here's a pinpoint guess for

Social Security's cost-of-living adjustment next

year.

Why Does Social Security Leave Out Teachers

in These 15 States?

Motley Fool

4 Signs You're Thinking About Social Security

Benefits the Wrong Way

Motley Fool



Business Business Insider

Trump said soybean prices have gone up.

They're near decade-lows.

Politics HuffPost

Sen. Hirono: Susan Collins 'Insulting' Ford By

Saying Someone Else Assaulted Her

Sen. Mazie Hirono (D-Hawaii) said Sen. Susan

Collins (R-Maine) is "insulting"

World Reuters

Wife of Israeli prime minister goes on trial for

fraud

According to the indictment, Sara Netanyahu,

along with a government employee,

fraudulently obtained from the state more than

$100,000 for hundreds of meals supplied by

restaurants, bypassing regulations that

prohibit the practice if a cook is employed at

home. If convicted, Sara Netanyahu could face

up to five years in prison.

    New York Times: Kavanaugh called himself

and his friends 'loud, obnoxious drunks' in 1983



letter -- and signed it 'Bart'

    Kerry on Kavanaugh: The fix is in

    Analysis: The obvious contradiction at the

heart of Brett Kavanaugh's drinking defense

    Senators divided on what (if anything) to

release from FBI report

    WASHINGTON, DC - JUNE 19: Federal

Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Director Robert

Mueller testifies during a hearing before the

Senate Judiciary Committee June 19, 2013 on

Capitol Hill in Washington, DC. Mueller

confirmed that the FBI uses drones for

domestic surveillance during the hearing on

FBI oversight. (Photo by Alex Wong/Getty 

A Triumph for Conservatives, but a Blow to the

Court’s Image

With five conservatives and four liberals, the

court will perfectly reflect the polarization of

the American public and political system.

Does Melania Trump Ever Tell the President to

Put Away His Phone? ‘Yes!’

    In front of the Great Sphinx in Egypt, Mrs.



Trump took questions on Brett Kavanaugh, the

president’s remarks about Africa and his

Twitter habits.

    She walked a line between saying victims

needed to be heard and supporting Judge

Kavanaugh, whom she called highly qualified

to join the Supreme Court.

Melania Trump, the first lady, in in front of the

Great Sphinx on Saturday. Doug Mills/The New

York Times

A Day of Broad Smiles and Raised Thumbs for

Trump

“There’s nobody with a squeaky clean past like

Brett Kavanaugh,” President Trump told

reporters, dismissing allegations of sexual

assault and misconduct against the judge.

The U.S. and North Korea have agreed to a

new summit meeting, South Korea said.

20 Dead in Limousine Crash in Upstate New

York



    Local reports said the limousine was

carrying a wedding party when it collided with

another vehicle outside a store in Schoharie,

N.Y., on Saturday.

    The store’s owner said multiple customers

in the parking lot were killed. The National

Transportation Safety Board was sending a

team to investigate.

breaking19m ago

The authorities said that 20 people were killed

in an accident outside the Apple Barrel

Country Store in Schoharie, N.Y., on Saturday.

Peter R. Barber/The Daily Gazette

Brazil Elections

Far-Right Candidate Widens Lead in Brazil’s

Presidential Race

    Polls suggest Jair Bolsonaro will trounce

opponents in the election on Sunday.

    Much like President Trump and populist

leaders around the world, Mr. Bolsonaro has

tapped into a deep well of resentment at the

political establishment.



Will Brazil have a new president? Here’s what

to expect in the election.

Andy Warhol Said He Came From ‘Nowhere.’

This Is It.

A remote village in Slovakia claims the Pop Art

icon as its native son. But it took time for

relatives to warm to his legacy.

One of Banksy’s trademark paintings appeared

to self-destruct after selling for $1.4 million at

auction.

A bus stop outside the Andy Warhol museum in

Medzilaborce, Slovakia. Brendan Hoffman for

The New York Times

The Weekend

11 of Our Best Weekend Reads

President Trump and the myth of the self-made

man. Lady Gaga is still shape-shifting. What

makes “The Good Place” so good? What’s a

postpartum doula? And more.



It isn’t all bad out there. Here’s The Week in

Good News.

Opinion

‘This Moment Turned Out to Be Fleeting’

Trump's 'America first' agenda meant America

was mostly alone at the U.N. 

Nine reflections on #MeToo, one year on.

Senate confirms Brett Kavanaugh to Supreme

Court

U.S. Senate votes 50-48 to confirm Brett

Kavanaugh to The Supreme Court.

    Future of Supreme Court’s neutral reputation

rests on Kavanaugh vote

    Melania Trump: Judge Kavanaugh is 'highly

qualified'

Chris Coons on Meet the Press

NBC News

News

Sen. Coons says it's premature to talk about

impeachment



Trump praises Kavanaugh after confirmation

msnbc

Trump praises Kavanaugh after confirmation

Protesters swarm door of Supreme Court

msnbc

Protesters swarm door of Supreme Court

Elie Mystal: We didn't need FBI investigation.

We needed GOP to have decency

AM Joy

Elie Mystal: We didn't need FBI investigation.

We needed GOP to have decency

Bishop Barber on Kavanaugh nomination: ‘This

was a sham’

AM Joy

Bishop Barber on Kavanaugh nomination: ‘This

was a sham’

NYT: White House limited FBI's Kavanaugh

review from the start

Brian Williams

NYT: White House limited FBI's Kavanaugh

review from the start









    The Senate's vote sets a conservative

majority on the Supreme Court that could last

a generation

    WATCH LIVE Reaction to vote to confirm

Kavanaugh

    Demonstrators descend on DC ahead of

Kavanaugh vote

    Melania Trump speaks out on Kavanaugh

and Ford

    Opinion: How the Democrats got outplayed

on Kavanaugh

    Democrats: Avenatti hurt our case against

Kavanaugh

    Analysis: What Kavanaugh's confirmation

would mean

    Analyst stuns with response to Ford

question

    Ford's sister-in-law: Manchin, Collins created

an 'alternate reality'

    Today in politics

    Sen Collins: 'I do not believe that Brett

Kavanaugh was Ford's assailant

    The effort to unseat Susan Collins in 2020 is



already underway  Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan Collins

People who expected Sen. Susan Collins, allegedly one of two

remaining

    Obama official hints at Collins challenge

    Analysis: Trump is on a winning streak

    Protesters interrupt final vote in chamber

    Melania's hat evokes colonialist comparison

    In pictures: Melania Trump in Africa

    Analysis: Where women are turning toward

Democrats. And where they're not

    Trust the polls: This Senate Democrat is in

trouble

   

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons



/and criminals run the

nation



 













Top stories

    Going, going, gone: Banksy art shreds itself

after $1.4M sale

    See the moment Banksy painting

'self-destructs'

    Admiral warns of Russian submarine threat

    Check your fridge and garage for all these

things recalled this week



    

Robin Brown Guist shared a link.

independent.co.uk

A Yale Historian believes Donald Trump is

behaving like Adolf Hitler in the 1930s

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation
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ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 

ANOTHER TRILLION IN

DEBT 
Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than direct as in the

federal/filed scenario as documented), blumenthal

the fake vietnam marine of connecticut fame is no

better in terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut which helped mobster/

fraud/criminal trump and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total bulls**t america

/americans are! [ To the FBI field office, New Haven,

Ct., per their request: 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosumm

arytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf      ]

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoa

netals.htm 

Wake Up! In the USA-The

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
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Robin Brown Guist

Great...

usatoday.com

President Donald Trump

unpopular across globe

and America's standing

dropped, new poll shows



The Pew survey comes as Trump's second year

in office draws to a close. In that time, the

American president has made waves across

the world with his attacks on multilateral

institutions, such as the United Nations and

NATO, and his public spats with key allies,

including Canadian Prime Minister Justin

Trudeau and British Prime Minister Theresa

May.

The poll also comes just one week after Trump

and other world leaders gathered in New York

for the U.N. General Assembly. Trump's



message – vowing to put American sovereignty

over multilateralism – was not well received.

Key U.S. allies also sharply rejected Trump's

hard line against Iran.

Pew surveyed more than 26,000 people in 25

countries, from May 20 to Aug. 12. The center,

which studies public opinion and demographic

trends, released the poll late Monday.

There were some bright spots for the U.S., with

residents of Israel, the Philippines and South

Korea registering overwhelmingly positive

attitudes toward America.

But in other countries, many respondents said

the U.S. is not stepping up to solve global

crises like it used to, and America’s reputation

as a champion of freedom has also waned.

Read more: Trump's boast at the United

Nations prompts laughter from world leaders

and ridicule on Twitter

“Frustrations with the U.S. in the Trump era



are particularly common among some of

America’s closest allies and partners,” the Pew

report concludes.

In Germany, for example, only 10 percent of

those surveyed said they had confidence in

Trump, 75 percent said the U.S. is now doing

less to address global problems, and many

believe the U.S. no longer respects personal

freedoms.

Trump gets his lowest marks from those living

right next door in Mexico – with only 6 percent

of respondents saying they trust Trump as a

leader. The president repeatedly pledge since

his presidential campaign to build a wall on the

southern border with Mexico. About

one-quarter of Canadians rate Trump

positively.

In Russia, only 26 percent of those surveyed

voiced a favorable opinion of the U.S., a drop

from 41 percent in 2017, and just 19 percent

Russians have a positive view of Trump.



German Chancellor Angela Merkel has the

highest rating among the five leaders tested,

with 52 percent saying they trust her. French

President Emmanuel Macron earned a 42

percent positive rating.

In a similar 2017 poll, Pew found that global

opinion of the U.S. had "dropped precipitously"

after Trump's election. Former President

Barack Obama, who championed

multilateralism and nurtured ties with foreign

leaders, was seen as a more trustworthy

steward of global affairs, with a median of 64

percent expressing confidence in his ability to

direct American foreign policy, the 2017 survey

found. 
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Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and

tell "poca

hont as"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than



direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com


and executive branches...

Index of http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

Albert L Peia      http://albertpeia.com 

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan     

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),



Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!







More Headlines

play_arrow

Brett Kavanaugh confirmed to Supreme Court

Washington (CNN) The Senate confirmed Brett

Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court Saturday

afternoon, likely cementing a conservative

majority on the court for a ...

CNN

28 minutes ago

Activists target Susan Collins after she seals

Kavanaugh vote, call for harassment

Activists' efforts to convince lawmakers to

oppose Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh descended into calls for public

harassment and accusations of ...

Fox News

today

Analyst stuns with response to Christine Ford

question

video_youtube

CNN

5 hours ago

The Political Aftermath of the Senate’s Final



Kavanaugh Vote

    Kavanaugh nod not a big hit in Hollywood

    Sarah Silverman, Kathy Griffin, Alyssa

Milano, and other entertainers express disgust

after the Senate confirms Brett Kavanaugh to

Supreme Court.

    'Another gross day' »

        2192people reacting 



        What Kavanaugh approval means for

SCOTUS agenda

        Trump: '100 percent' certain Ford named

wrong person

        Country star posts selfie of her famous

scar

        UFC 229 primer: How this superfight

happened

        Donors organize to defeat Sen. Susan

Collins in 2020

    Politics The Daily Beast

    Bill Maher Blames ‘Social Justice Warriors’

For Kavanaugh Confirmation

    “That applause lasted longer than the whole

FBI investigation.” That’s how Bill Maher

opened Friday night’s edition of Real Time-with

a cheeky jab at Senate Republicans’ “sham”

FBI investigation into the sexual-assault

allegations levied against Brett

        1719

        Reactions



Benjamin Wallace-Wells on how Democrats and

Republicans will likely respond to the final

Senate vote on the Supreme Court nomination

of Brett Kavanaugh, ...

The New Yorker

4 hours ago

Opinion

Democrats' foul tactics on Kavanaugh may

come back to bite them

I can't think of a more embarrassing scandal

for the United States Senate since the

McCarthy hearings,” said Texas Republican

John Cornyn as Judge Brett ...

Washington Examiner

today

Opinion

play_arrow

Kavanaugh has the votes to be confirmed to

Supreme Court after Collins, Manchin commit

Key senators Susan Collins, Jeff Flake and Joe

Manchin back embattled Supreme Court

nominee. Final vote expected Saturday.

CNN



today

Collins and Manchin Will Vote for Kavanaugh,

Ensuring His Confirmation

WASHINGTON — Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh,

whose Supreme Court hearings ripped apart

the Senate and roiled the nation, headed for

final confirmation to the ...

The New York Times

yesterday

Grassley suggests lack of women on Judiciary

is because 'it's a lot of work,' then says it's a

lot of work for men too

Senate Judiciary Chairman Chuck Grassley on

Friday suggested the lack of women on the

committee was due to its heavy workload, but

later said the ...

CNN

today

Grassley demands correspondence between

Ford legal team and Dem senators

Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Chuck

Grassley demanded lawyers for Christine



Blasey Ford turn over records of

communications between their legal ...

Fox News

yesterday

Kavanaugh and Supreme Court legitimacy:

actually, SCOTUS is bad

Brett Kavanaugh's likely confirmation as an

associate justice of the Supreme Court has

prompted not only exuberance and anger but

also a kind of hazy worry in ...

Vox.com

today

D.C. Circuit sent complaints about

Kavanaugh’s testimony to Chief Justice

Roberts

The complaints center on the Supreme Court

nominee's comments during Senate

confirmation hearing, a judge of the D.C.

Circuit said.

The Washington Post
Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan Collins

People who expected Sen. Susan Collins, allegedly one of two

remaining



play_arrow

Collins: 'I do not believe that Brett Kavanaugh

was' Ford's assailant

Sen. Susan Collins said Saturday that while

she believes that Dr. Christine Blasey Ford was

sexually assaulted, she does not believe that

Supreme Court ...

CNN

8 minutes ago

Susan Collins announced support for

Kavanaugh — causing site to fund future

opponent to crash

A crowdfunding site where activists have been

raising money to defeat Sen. Susan Collins in

2020 was inundated with pledges Friday

afternoon, after the Maine ...

The Washington Post

one hour ago

Donors Are Organizing A Multimillion-Dollar

Effort To Defeat Susan Collins In 2020

That's on top of $2 million already

crowdsourced for her future Democratic



opponent.

HuffPost

today

Kavanaugh fight: Susan Collins does not stand

up to bullies and becomes a profile in lack of

courage

Sen.

Susan

Collins,

R-Maine,

did the

most

amazing

thing on

the floor

of the

U.S.

Senate on Friday:

Celebrities react to Sen. Susan Collins's

support of Brett Kavanaugh: 'You are a

betrayer of women'

Sen. Susan Collins broke hearts Friday in



Hollywood and elsewhere around the country

with the announcement that she will vote for

President Trump's ...

AOL

today

Senate races move right, House races move

left in political fallout from Kavanaugh

confirmation fight

The nomination fight over Judge Brett M.

Kavanaugh has injected new volatility into the

midterm elections, reshaping races across the

country and sharpening ...

The Washington Post

26 minutes ago

Read letter of Blasey Ford's witness after FBI's

Kavanaugh probe

The US Senate is expected to move ahead to

vote today (Oct. 6) on Brett Kavanaugh's

confirmation to the Supreme Court. But late

last night, a letter addressed ...

Quartz

Ford's friend criticizes FBI for not interviewing

him



Last Updated Oct 6, 2018 9:11 AM EDT. A

friend of Christine Blasey Ford has criticized

the FBI for not interviewing him as part of its

investigation into allegations ...

CBS News

today



N.Y. tax agency weighs

probe after report that

Trump family built wealth

through tax-avoidance

schemes and fraud



Trump Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes as He

Reaped Riches From His Father

The president has long sold himself as a

self-made billionaire, but a Times investigation

found that he received at least $413 million in

today’s dollars from his father’s real estate

empire, much of it through tax dodges in the

1990s.

4 Ways Fred Trump Made Donald Trump and

His Siblings Rich

    In Donald Trump’s version of how he got



rich, he was the master dealmaker who

parlayed a $1 million loan from his father into a

$10 billion empire.   

    But The Times’s investigation found that the

president’s father created scores of revenue

streams for his son.

11 Takeaways From The Times’s Investigation

Into Trump’s Wealth

Based on a trove of confidential financial

records, the Times report offers the first

comprehensive look at the inherited fortune

and tax dodges that guaranteed Donald Trump

a gilded life.

Mr. Trump called The Times’s investigation

into his family’s dubious tax schemes a boring

hit-piece.

 Illustration by The New York Times / Bernard

Gotfryd/Getty Images

Trump Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes as He

Reaped Riches From His Father



The president has long sold himself as a

self-made billionaire, but a Times investigation

found that he received at least $413 million in

today’s dollars from his father’s real estate

empire, much of it through tax dodges in the

1990s.

Donald Trump and the

Self-Made Sham

Trump’s Newest Taunt and How Misogyny

Rules

Brett Kavanaugh has spent his entire life



justifying an unjust system

First storm of the season brings risk of

potential mudslides to recently burned regions

Some residents in Orange and Riverside

counties are on heightened alert.

Hannah Fry

By Hannah Fry

    • FBI investigation of Kavanaugh leads to

fresh acrimony as McConnell pushes for vote

    • Op-Ed: Brett Kavanaugh may or may not

have committed sexual assault. He definitely

lied

TRUMP WARNS NYT!
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Susan Edelman Blank

9 hrs ·

In July 2016, I signed the Citizen Therapists

Against Trumpism Manifesto. Unfortunately,

everything we feared has come to pass. As we

prepare for the next election, please reread



this depiction of the dystopian society we now

endure. If we do not choose wisely, it will get

worse:

A Public Manifesto: Citizen Therapists Against

Trumpism

As psychotherapists practicing in the United

States, we are alarmed by the rise of the

ideology of Trumpism, which we see as a

threat to the well-being of the people we care

for and to American democracy itself. We

cannot remain silent as we witness the rise of

an American form of fascism. We can leverage

this time of crisis to deepen our commitment

to American democracy.

What is Trumpism?

Trumpism is an ideology, not an individual, and

it may well endure and grow after the

Presidential election even if Donald Trump is

defeated. (Variants can be seen all over

Europe.) Trumpism is a set of ideas about

public life and a set of public practices



characterized by:

- Scapegoating and banishing groups of people

who are seen

as threats, including immigrants and religious

minorities.

-Degrading, ridiculing, and demeaning rivals

and critics.

- Fostering a cult of the Strong Man who:

- Appeals to fear and anger

- Promises to solve our problems if we just

trust in him

- Reinvents history and has little concern for

truth

- Never apologizes or admits mistakes of

consequence

- Sees no need for rational persuasion

- Subordinates women while claiming to

idealize them

- Disdains public institutions like the courts

when they are not

subservient

- Champions national power over international

law and respect

for other nations



- Incites and excuses public violence by

supporters

At the political level, Trumpism is an emerging

form of American fascism, a point being made

by social critics across the political spectrum,

including Robert Reich, Robert Kagan, and

Andrew Sullivan. As journalist Adam Gopnik

points out, whether or not the term “fascism”

fully fits, it’s clear that the American Republic

faces a clear and present danger when the

candidate of a major political party embraces

an anti-democratic ideology. At the cultural

level, the Urban Dictionary has defined

Trumpism as “the belief system that

encourages pretentious, narcissistic behavior

as a way to achieve money, fame, and power.”

What are the Effects of Trumpism?

- Fear and alienation among scapegoated

groups, beginning

with Latino immigrants and Muslims, and then

other groups

who become identified as threats



- Exaggerated masculinity as a cultural ideal,

with particular

influence on young people and economically

insecure men

- Coarsening of public life by personal attacks

on those who

disagree

- Erosion of the American democratic tradition

which has

emphasized the agency of we-the-people

instead of the - ------ Strong Man tradition of

power

Where Did Trumpism Come From?

This question is bigger than Donald Trump. The

next public figure to capture the wave of

Trumpism may be less clownish and have a

better set of movement-building skills, and

thus be even more dangerous. Following is a

partial list of forces that underlie Trumpism:

- Economic insecurity, particularly among

working-class

Americans



- The threat of terrorism since 9/11

- Fear of immigrants (related to economic

insecurity and

threats of terrorism)

- Distrust for government and politicians at a

time of polarized

gridlock

- Growing distrust for other institutions such as

religion, the

press, and the courts

- Rapid cultural change that has left many

people confused

and alienated

Why Therapists Must Speak Out

We must speak out for the well-being of people

we treat and care for in our work. Trumpism

will undermine the emotional health of those

seen as the “other” in America—both

historically denigrated groups and those

whose turn will come. And it will compromise

the integrity of those who are seduced by the

illusion that real Americans can only become

winners if others become losers. The public



rhetoric of Trumpism normalizes what

therapists work against in our work: the

tendency to blame others in our lives for our

personal fears and insecurities and then battle

these others instead of taking the healthier but

more difficult path of self-awareness and

self-responsibility. It also normalizes a kind of

hyper-masculinity that is antithetical to the

examined life and healthy relationships that

psychotherapy helps people achieve. Simply

stated, Trumpism is inconsistent with

emotionally healthy living—and we have to say

so publicly.

We must speak out for the well-being of our

democracy, which is both a way of living and

acting together and a set of political

institutions. Therapists have taken for granted

how our work relies on a democratic tradition

that gives people a sense of personal agency

to create new narratives and take personal

and collective responsibility for themselves,

their families, and their communities. Reliance

on a Strong Man who will solve our problems

and deal with internal and external enemies is



a direct threat to the democratic basis of

psychotherapy. Therapy only flourishes on

democratic soil.

Why speak collectively? Our responses thus far

have been primarily personal—and too often

confined to arm-chair diagnoses of Donald

Trump. But a collective crisis faces our nation,

a harkening back to the economic depression

and demoralization of the 1930s (which fed

European fascism) and the upheaval over Jim

Crow and Black civil rights in the 1950s.

Fortunately, the resolution of these crises led

to a deepening of American democracy, not

the abandonment of it. Martin Luther King,

influenced by his mentor Bayard Rustin and by

theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, didn’t just

critique unjust systems from the outside. He

called for strategic, collective work to take

back an American democracy that belongs to

all the people. As therapists, we have been

entrusted by society with collective

responsibility in the arena of mental,

behavioral, and relational health. When there is

a public threat to our domain of responsibility



we must speak out together, not just to protest

but to deepen our commitment to a just

society and a democratic way of life. This

means being citizen therapists who are

concerned with community well-being as much

as personal well-being, since the two are

inextricably joined.

Where We Stand as Citizen Therapists

We understand the draw of Trumpism and we

acknowledge that some of our fellow citizens,

and some of our clients, voted for Donald

Trump not because they embrace all aspects

of Trumpism but because they are frustrated

with their circumstances and fed up with the

current political system. We are against

Trumpism and its architects, not against those

who are inclined to give it a chance to change

the direction of the country.

But we reject the false equivalence of saying

that because there is dishonesty and

demagoguery on all political sides, why not

support someone from the outside? Trumpism



is qualitatively different. To repeat: Trumpism

undermines the core of American democracy

by promoting the idea of a single leader who

will bring greatness to the nation by battling

Those People. Democracy requires personal

and collective agency so that we can work

together across differences to solve problems

and develop a shared way of life.

Psychotherapists must be firmly on the side of

democracy and work in solidarity with groups

directly threatened by current and future

versions of Trumpism. This work does not end

with the election. The wake-up call has been

received. Our first response is this manifesto.

More to follow.

Therefore, as citizen therapists, we stand

united against the dangerous ideology of

Trumpism, and we encourage others to join us

in a deepened commitment to a democratic

way of life that engages the talents, yearnings,

and capacities of all the people.

citizentherapists.com

Manifesto | Citizen Therapists for Democracy



0 Citizen Therapists Against Trumpism

Manifesto Signers (now…

Canadians on New Trade Deal: 'Do Not

Consider the Friendship Resurrected'

While President Trump hailed a “brand new

deal,” some Canadian readers say they felt

bullied into a trade agreement.

The New York Times

USMCA, Trump’s new NAFTA deal, explained in

500 words

The US, Canada, and Mexico struck a new

trade deal to replace NAFTA on Sunday. It's

known as the United States-Mexico-Canada

Agreement, or USMCA.



Oct 3 at 2:09 PM

Daily Kos Recommended

    Crowd gasped and loudly booed Lindsey

Graham after making trailer park comparison

to Dr. Ford

    Lindsey Graham on Dr. Ford: This is what

happens when you go through a trailer park

with a $100 bill: yes, bitchy homo graham

should know from personal experience ...

    Cowardly Susan Collins doesn't just run from

reporters, she uses the cops to keep them

away

    Want to help Democrats vote but unsure

how? Try this: click here, enter your zip code,

and RSVP for a volunteer shift near LA.

    Can't volunteer right now? Please, chip in $3

to Daily Kos to help us sign up Get Out the

Vote volunteers.

    Kavanaugh’s buddies wrote insanely



misogynist newsletter column about Dr. Ford’s

high school

    That time Donald Trump falsely accused 5

boys of rape and ruined their lives

    Stuff you should watch because the Trump

empire might unwind

    Kavanaugh called himself an ‘obnoxious

drunk’ and ‘prolific puker’ in 1983 letter to

classmates

    A Dem Senate could stop ALL of Trump's

judicial nominees. Chip in $3 to flip the Senate

from red to blue!

    FBI 'investigation' into Kavanaugh has

ignored more than 40 potential witnesses

    150 mental health professionals sign letter

calling for psychological assessment of Brett

Kavanaugh

    FBI's Kavanaugh investigation is ignoring



dozens of potential witnesses and obvious

offenses

    Protesters rally in DC to make final push to

#StopKavanaugh. Here are some ways you can

help

    Sign and send to your U.S. senators: Brett

Kavanaugh is a perpetrator of sexual violence.

Your U.S. senators must oppose him now.

    Miami University's new Title IX policy opens

door for assailants to directly question their

victims

    Early voting has begun! Here's when it starts

(and ends) in every state

    The EPA is set to expose Americans to more

radiation and more mercury based on a killer

quack theory

    More than 100 migrant kids still separated

from parents nearly 70 days past judge's

deadline



U.S. The Wrap

Michael Moore, David Hogg Rip Trump’s

‘Presidential Alert': ‘RESIST!’

Moments after President Trump sent out his

test “presidential alert” notification to nearly

all U.S. cellphones on Wednesday, he was met

with a swift thanks but no thanks from

thousands of Twitter critics. The alert was

followed by a brief text: “THIS IS A TEST of the

National Wireless 

World Associated Press

Pompeo backs away from denuclearization

goal for North Korea

Mike Pompeo distanced himself from a

previously stated goal of getting North Korea

to abandon its nuclear weapons by January

2021. [Another bulls**t fake accomplishment

that was relentlessly bragged about by this

corrupt, criminal, fraudulently trumpian

administration!]



Porcine Sanders defends Trump's attack on

Kavanaugh accuser Christine Blasey Ford -

oink, oink, oink ..... she loves the mud .....

Maddow: Fraud of Trump's

self-made persona

exposed in father's

financials ... total fraud!

Inconsistencies in Trump taxes raised red

flags for NYT reporters

Trumps could face legal liability for newly

exposed schemes

Rachel Maddow

Trumps could face legal liability for newly

exposed schemes



THE TRUMP INHERITANCE

Trump Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes as He

Reaped Riches From His Father

    President Trump has long sold himself as a

self-made billionaire, but a Times investigation

found that he received at least $413 million in

today’s dollars from his father’s real estate

empire.

    The president participated in dubious tax

schemes during the 1990s, including instances

of outright fraud, that greatly increased the

fortune he received from his parents.

11 Takeaways From The Times’s Investigation

Into Trump’s Wealth



Based on a trove of confidential financial

records, the Times report offers the first

comprehensive look at the inherited fortune

and tax dodges that guaranteed Donald Trump

a gilded life.

New York City has joined state regulators in

examining whether Mr. Trump and his family

underpaid taxes.

Illustration by Andy Gilmore

How Do You Take a Picture of a Black Hole?

Take picture of t_rump!



Susan Edelman Blank

“If the US has someone whom historians will

look back on as the gravedigger of American

democracy, it is Mitch McConnell.”

vox.com

A leading Holocaust historian just seriously

compared the US to Nazi Germany



Robin Brown Guist

The Senators who were undecided met with

constituents yesterday to hear their

concerns.....EXCEPT for Susan Collins who had

her staff do her job. Coward? Doesn’t care?

Yes!

Sen. Susan Collins (R-Maine- what can you

expect from an ugly old whore like collins who

couldn’t / wouldn’t empathize with such

confronting Ford et als, plus the need for

continued coverup ) 





Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan Collins

People who

expected Sen.

Susan Collins,

allegedly one

of two

remaining
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Susan Edelman Blank shared a post.

5 hrs ·

New York Society for Ethical Culture

5 hrs ·

"Once malice is embraced as a virtue, it is

impossible to contain."

About this website

theatlantic.com

When the President Is Cruel, They Cheer

Trump and his supporters find community by

rejoicing in…















































Sponsored bays.com

Bays English Muffins - From Our Fridge To

Yours - Bays.com

Visit Us In The Refrigerated Section of Your



Local Grocery Store Today!

    Dislike

Politics The Telegraph

China hits back after Mike Pence claims

Beijing wants to kick Trump out of White

House

China rejected Mike Pence's charge that

Beijing was meddling in American elections as

"unwarranted" and "ridiculous". The US

vice-president accused China of orchestrating

a military, economic and political campaign to

undermine Donald Trump’s administration and

bolster Chinese influence in America and

worldwide. “China has initiated an

unprecedented effort to influence American

public opinion, the 2018 [midterm

congressional] elections, and the environment

leading into the 2020 presidential elections,”

Mr Pence said on Thursday. “To put it bluntly,

President Trump’s leadership is working, and

China wants a different American president.”

The comments, made during a highly



anticipated speech in Washington, came after

Mr Trump used his platform at the United

Nations General Assembly last week to allege

that China was trying to interfere in

November’s midterm elections. Neither the

president nor his deputy have provided hard

evidence of meddling. Hua Chunying, Chinese

foreign ministry spokeswoman, said on Friday

that Mr Pence had "slandered" China.  "This is

nothing but speaking on hearsay evidence,

confusing right and wrong and creating

something out of thin air. The Chinese side is

firmly opposed to it," she said. "It is very

ridiculous for the US side to stigmatise its

normal exchanges and cooperation with China

as China interfering in its internal affairs and

elections," Hua said. Jeremy Warner on

Trump-China trade war Mr Pence’s accusations

aggravated an already delicate bilateral

relationship given an escalating trade war, and

were embarrassing to China coming as it does

during the country’s week-long celebrations of

its founding. The harsh words also follow an

incident on Sunday when a Chinese vessel

came within 45 yards of a US destroyer



conducting freedom-of-navigation operations in

the South China Sea, forcing the US ship to

quickly change course to avoid a collision. Mr

Pence called the confrontation “reckless

harassment”. “The United States Navy will

continue to fly, sail and operate wherever

international law allows and our national

interests demand,” he said. Over half an hour,

Mr Pence condemned China’s growing control

at home and abroad, citing examples of

religious oppression, human rights abuses,

visa delays and denials for scholars, and even

intimidation campaigns against Chinese

students in the US. He said Beijing used

rewards and coercion to influence universities,

movie studios, think tanks, journalists and

government officials. He also alleged that

China threatened to deny a business license to

a top US company if it refused to speak

against the Trump administration. The raft of

allegations levelled at China have raised

questions as to whether Mr Trump and his

aides are trying to deflect attention from an

investigation of his campaign’s possible ties to

alleged Russian meddling in the 2016



presidential election, and also set up China for

the blame if Republicans do poorly in

November’s election.  

    1479

    Reactions

Politics Yahoo News Video

Yahoo News explains: Why didn’t Trump win

the 2018 Nobel Peace Prize?

On Oct. 5, the Norwegian Nobel Committee

announced the 2019 Nobel Peace Prize was

awarded to Denis Mukwege and Nadia Murad

“for their efforts to end the use of sexual

violence as a weapon of war and armed

conflict.”
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    Reactions

Politics Associated Press

The Latest: Kagan, Sotomayor raise concerns

about politics

































Business Bloomberg

Elon Musk Mocks SEC, Calls for Short-Selling

to Be Made Illegal



In a tweet referring to the SEC as “Shortseller

Enrichment Commission,” Musk wrote

sarcastically that the regulator was “doing

incredible work.” An agreement he reached

with the agency Saturday -- which isn’t final --

would bar him from serving as chairman for

three years as punishment for problematic

posts he sent about taking Tesla private. Tesla

shares dropped as much as 3.5 percent to

$272 after the close of regular trading. Ryan

White, an SEC spokesman, declined to

comment.



U.S. WXIN - Indianapolis

Indiana Professor Who Lived in Same Dorm as

Kavanaugh Says FBI Never Called Back

An Indiana University professor who says he

lived in the same Yale University dorm as



Judge Brett Kavanaugh believes the FBI

investigation into sexual misconduct

allegations against him was not thorough.





U.S. Associated Press

The Latest: Deer-hunting blinds aid murder

suspect's capture

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - The Latest on the

capture of a multiple murder suspect in

Tennessee (all times local):

U.S. Meredith Videos

Woman Arrested After Harassing Two Hispanic

Customers Speaking Spanish at a Store

An arrest was made after a woman harassed

two Hispanic customers who were speaking

Spanish while shopping at a store.

Business FX Empire

E-mini Dow Jones Industrial Average (YM)

Futures Analysis - October 5, 2018 Forecast

Based on the early price action, the direction



of the December E-mini Dow Jones Industrial

Average futures contract is likely to be

determined by trader reaction to the minor

Fibonacci level at 26583.

Gold Price Futures (GC) Technical Analysis –

October 5, 2018 Forecast

FX Empire

AUD/USD Forex Technical Analysis – October

5, 2018 Forecast

FX Empire

    Start the conversation

Business Fortune

Teamsters Union Approves UPS Labor

Contract-Despite 54% 'No' Vote

Teamsters Union Approves UPS Labor

Contract-Despite 54% 'No' Vote



U.S. People

Jersey Shore Star Mike 'The Situation'



Sorrentino's Brother Marc Sentenced to 2

Years in Prison

Jersey Shore: Mike 'The Situation' Sorrentino's

Brother Marc Sentenced to Prison

    18

    Reactions

Celebrity Yahoo TV

Ellen DeGeneres is 'angry' at Trump's reaction

to Christine Blasey Ford: 'You don't mock

somebody'

"This is not political. ... It's about respect," the

talk show host said in an interview about her

own experience with abuse.



Politics Reuters

Republican Senator Murkowski says has not

decided final Kavanaugh vote

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. Republican

Senator Lisa Murkowski, who is considered a

key vote in whether or not Supreme Court



nominee Brett Kavanaugh is confirmed, said on

Friday she had not made up her mind on what

her final vote would be. "This has truly been

the most difficult ... decision that I've ever had

to make," Murkowski told reporters. "I believe

he's a good man. It just may be that in my

view, he's not the right man for the court at

this time. ...

Business MarketWatch

Why gold prices may have already bottomed

Gold prices may already have hit bottom for

the year after declining for the past six months

in a row-the longest streak of losses in nearly

three decades. Lower prices have contributed

to a boost in global central-bank purchases of

gold. Other signs of a potential bottom for the

metal include recent consolidation in the

metals mining sector, which can mark a

turnaround for the market.



































































































Trump’s claims prompt laughter

The Debrief

‘People actually laughed at a president’: At

U.N., Trump suffers fate he always feared

The president had long accused American

leaders of being taken advantage of by foreign

counterparts. But on Tuesday, he was the one

who suffered the indignity.

    By David Nakamura

President rejects constraints imposed by other

nations, says U.S. will act to counter ‘global

control’

Trump keeps threatening to end foreign aid for

disloyal countries. Here’s why it hasn’t



happened.

































































































Trump is the

laughingstock of the

world

    By Dana Milbank



Trump is the laughingstock

of the world
    By Dana Milbank

Trump’s America is a bully, not a beacon



    By Karen Tumulty



























Aw, what a cute little mental case, that

kavanaugh ... kind of in the league of total

fraud kennedy, not to mention (sc)alito ...

america the corrupt shithole ..... how pathetic!

(Obtained by The Post)

Analysis

The 1982 calendar that Kavanaugh submitted

to senators, annotated

To rebut an allegation that he assaulted a

teenage girl at a party while he was in high

school, the judge gave lawmakers a calendar

of his activities for that summer. (Well, there

you go ... evidence of no assault if he didn’t

write assault in his calendar, then no assault



occurrred ..... republicamericano logic...)

    By Philip Bump

Third woman accuses Kavanaugh of sexual

misconduct

The woman, identified by lawyer Michael

Avenatti as his client Julie Swetnick, said

Brett M. Kavanaugh was physically abusive

toward girls in high school and was present at

a 1982 party where she says she was the

victim of a “gang” rape. The Post has not

verified her allegations.

Meanwhile, the Supreme Court nominee is set

to tell senators at a Thursday hearing that

while he was “not perfect” in high school, he



says he did not sexually assault Christine

Blasey Ford when they were teens.

    By John Wagner27 minutes ago

Review

A comprehensive account of Russia’s sc

































































    Trump denies being mocked by U.N. leaders

    Audible laughter broke out among the

assembled diplomats when Trump used his

address to the General Assembly to boast

about his achievements as president.

    Trump denies mockery »



Politics HuffPost

Christine Blasey Ford Offers Senate 4

Affidavits Backing Her Claim Against



Kavanaugh

Attorneys for Christine Blasey Ford on

Wednesday submitted to the Senate

Politics Reuters

Trump wavers on Supreme Court nominee

Kavanaugh





Neal Remz Make

our entire nation

look like fools

since he was

elected!















































Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation
Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:



I'm asking

you directl

y to

res olve

wh at

cou lda,

sho ulda

alr eady

been resolved according to law and tell

"pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----



From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,



bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,
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On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and



campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots



energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!































Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are,



from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed

scenario as documented),

blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups

(also - forwarded to Sen. Warren

to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-

necticut which helped



mobster/fraud/criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total

bulls**t america/americans are!

Politics HuffPost



Mark Judge Went To His Lawyer’s Office Right

When Senate Was Voting On Brett Kavanaugh

WASHINGTON ¯ Mark Judge, the man who was

said to be present when Brett

Blumenthal: Republicans will be 'condemned

by history' if they vote on Kavanaugh before

FBI probe

Yahoo View

FBI background investigation into Kavanaugh

is 'uncharted territory,' expert says

ABC News

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf  ]



Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation
Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:



I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request



Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great



fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).



Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer



(Florida). Please chip in now!













































   The Hill

Lawyer Michael Avenatti torched President

Trump after Trump attacked him for the first

time: "You are an habitual liar and complete

narcissist who also is a disgrace as a

president and embarrassment to our nation."

thehill.com



Avenatti fires back at

Trump: 'Habitual liar and

complete narcissist'































Pictures In History

 Happy 72nd Birthday Mr. President.

Share

Most Relevant

Comments

Scott Gregory: Worst human being since Hitler.

Graham O'Donoghoe: Freshly douched and

ready for Kim Jong Un...





Larry Rosefield shared a

post.

and you know phony,

donny

















Unless you’re talking about a faux appearance

on a comedy show .....



















Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation
Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:



I'm asking

you directl

y to resolv

e what

cou lda,

sho ulda

alre ady

bee n

res olved

acc ording

to law

and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?



http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in



terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.



Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election



Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!

    The President apologized for 'the terrible

pain and suffering' the Kavanaugh family was

'forced to endure'

    Trump claims Kavanaugh was 'proven



innocent'

    Kavanaugh touts his work for women

    CNN Poll: Majority oppose Kavanaugh

    Trump calls Kavanaugh accusations hoax

set up by Democrats

    Brett Kavanaugh's nomination: A timeline

    Opinion: What to expect from Justice

Kavanaugh

Today in politics

    How John Roberts will manage the Supreme

Court's conservative majority

    CNN's Brooke Baldwin calls Trump's

comment 'disgraceful'

    Trump responds to Taylor Swift: 'I like

Taylor's music about 25% less now'

  Trump says he has no plans to fire Rosenstein



    Former Trump aide Hope Hicks joins Fox

    Opinion: Trumpism is winning

    Bill and Hillary Clinton are going on tour

    George W. Bush announces wedding of his

daughter

    Friends of victims who died in

Saturday&#39;s fatal limousine crash comfort

each other after placing flowers at the

intersection in Schoharie, N.Y., Sunday, Oct. 7,

2018. A limousine loaded with revelers headed

to a 30th birthday party blew a stop sign at the

end of a highway and slammed into an SUV

parked outside a store, killing all people in the

limo and a few pedestrians, officials and

relatives of the victims said Sunday. (AP

Photo/Hans Pennink)



    Limo that crashed and killed 20 failed its

inspection and the driver wasn't licensed

    Category 1 Hurricane Michael expected to

strengthen as it heads toward the Gulf Coast

    This marching band's halftime skit depicted

students pointing guns at police

    Meghan McCain's emotional return to 'The

View'

    Mystery shapes appear on Britain's beaches

    SpaceX rocket launch lights up the sky

    Lil Wayne's Atlanta concert ends in mayhem

    Bulgarian journalist raped and murdered 
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Susan Edelman Blank

3 hrs ·

Please share this letter regarding children

being held in detention camps:



Dear President Trump,

As of September, hundreds of children remain

separated from their parents, in spite of the

deadline set by a federal judge in late July for

your administration to reunite the more than

2500 children that had been separated from

their parents due to your Zero Tolerance

Policy. We now know that over 13,000 migrant

children are locked in family detention centers

throughout the United States.

Make no mistake, Mr. Trump: detaining

children and their parents is not an alternative

or a correction of the Zero-Tolerance Policy. It

is a substitution of one traumatizing and

terrorizing situation for another. And it is our

expert opinion that indefinite detentions of



children and their parents is child abuse.

President Trump, your consistently misguided

and inhumane immigration policies are

traumatizing children and families seeking

asylum. By implementing your policies, Jeff

Sessions and the Justice Department, along

with Kirjsten Nielsen and the Department of

Homeland Security, are criminally and

intentionally perpetuating child abuse. In

addition, you are all defying the 1997 Flores

Agreement, which mandates that migrant

children shall not be held longer than 20 days

in detention. You have either come to the

irrational and illegal conclusion that detaining

children in custody with their parents is less



abusive or, alternatively, you simply do not

care that these children are being traumatized.

Let us remind you that within these detention

centers, children and parents are given badges

and numbers. Their lives are dictated by

schedules enforced by guards they do not

know who treat them like criminals. While

there is variability from child to child, we know

that it is destabilizing for a child to see a

parent in a consistent state of fear,

hopelessness, or helplessness. When a child

continually sees his or her parents confused

and disempowered, the world turns into a

frightening place where they can feel

responsible for their parents’ well-being in a

role reversal that can have long-lasting effects.



You are a parent, Mr. Trump. You must know

that in optimal environments, parents help

children know when it is time to sleep, eat, or

wake up. In detention centers, it is the guards,

untrained in child care or family health, who

are in charge of children and parents. There is

limited opportunity for

families to be together and play together

freely, and there are reports of children being

disciplined for climbing into their mothers’

beds for comfort. You may not care that

parents must endure having to decide between

holding their frightened child and not doing

anything that might threaten the possibility of

asylum, but we do.



President Trump, there are multiple reports of

children in detention centers becoming violent

towards themselves and others; of not eating;

of not sleeping; of not playing; of having

suicidal thoughts; of exhibiting symptoms of

anxiety and depression and acute and

post-traumatic stress. There are also reports

of physical and sexual abuse and the denial of

medical treatment when timely care is critical.

These children will be more likely to suffer

from substance abuse, future trauma, heart

disease and poorer overall health, difficulty in

relationships, attention problems, and are

likely to live a life of looking over their

shoulder in fear and avoiding social programs

that could ease their suffering.



We want you to know, resident trump, that we

are unwavering in our position that these cruel

and abusive policies are a consequence of

your misguided and dangerous thinking. And

your Republican held Congress continues to

fail to hold you and your administration

accountable for the enactment of policies that

are inhumane and illegal. To be clear, Mr.

Trump, the indefinite detention of children

amounts to child abuse, and the International

Criminal Court identifies engaging and en-

forcing child abuse a crime against humanity.

In the United States of America and in the year

2018, children are being moved in the middle

of the night with no more regard for the

psychological and physiological disruption this



causes than we would show farm animals.

President Trump, you are traumatizing over

13,000 children without blinking an eye, but we

are not blind. Our eyes will be kept open and

we will continue to speak as witnesses of a

deliberate cruelty that does the opposite of

keeping us safe. Both the law and our basic

humanity compel us to hold you accountable

for this abuse, and we will continue to do so.

We are watching, Mr. Trump. The world is

watching. And we will remember this atrocity

ten fold in November.

Authors: Dana L. Sinopoli, PsyD, Clinical

Psychologist in private practice,Philadelphia, 

Robin G. Freedman, M.A., LPC,

Psychotherapist,Lafayette Hill,PA,Cherry Hillnj 



Mary Intermaggio, R.N., Neonatal and Pediatric

Intensive Care(retired), San Rafael, California

Barbara Lavi, PsyD, Clinical Child and Adult

Psychologist,ACT NowPsychotherapyWestonCt

Bandy X. Lee, M.D., M.Div., Forensic

Psychiatrist at Yale School of Medicine and

project leader for the World HealthOrganization

Signatories: National Coalition of Concerned

Mental Health Experts Psychologists for Social

Responsibility   Psychotherapy Action Network

























Hot Topic

Kislyak goes on Russian State TV and says: It

would take him “20 minutes” to name all

Trump officials he met during campaign

By

James Lyttle

Published on October 5, 2018

You may remember the name Sergey Kislyak.

He is the former Russian Ambassador that was

at the center of the alleged ties between

Russia and the Donald Trump for President

campaign. Kislyak has now made a statement



about the Trump/Russia scandal that raised

some eyebrows.

We already know that Kislyak secretly met

with Donald Trump, Jeff Sessions, Jared

Kushner, and several other Trump advisers

during time periods that cover Trump

campaign, as well as the the transition period.

That part isn’t really up for debate anymore.

One question that has certainly crossed most

of our minds (and undoubtedly Robert

Mueller’s) is just how many people from

Trump’s circle did Kislyak meet with?

Kislyak was asked this very question during an



interview on Russian state-owned television.

CNBC reported him saying that it would take

him “twenty minutes” to name all of the Trump

officials he met with.

    When asked to name names: “First, I’m

never going to do that,” he said. “And second,

the list is so long that I’m not going to be able

to go through it in 20 minutes.”

This is stunning for two reasons: 1) The fact

that there were so many involved, and 2) the

fact that he’s now admitting publicly to the

meetings.







GOP adopts midterm strategy of recasting

Democratic protests as ‘an angry mob’

The characterization evokes fear of an

unknown and out-of-control mass of people,

and it taps into grievances about the nation’s

fast-moving cultural and demographic shifts

that Republicans say are working against

them.

    By Matt Viser and Robert Costa2 hours ago

The Fix: President Trump, ‘angry mobs’ and

‘very fine people’

China tries to boost its economy as long trade

fight looms with Trump

Administration officials think they can drive



China to make concessions by inflicting tariff

pain. But economists say China’s biggest

problem is debt, not tariffs.

    By David J. Lynch and Danielle Paquette2

hours ago

Wonkblog: Trump’s tariffs will harm growth in

2019, IMF predicts

Trump says he expects to be ‘treated very

fairly’ in Russia probe, has no plans to fire

Rosenstein

The deputy attorney general, whose future has

been in question, traveled with the president

Monday on Air Force One.



    By Devlin Barrett and John Wagner3 hours

ago

Trump apologizes1:26

(Video: Reuters; photo: Ricky Carioti, The Post)

Trump stokes tensions over Kavanaugh

confirmation battle

At a White House swearing-in ceremony,

President Trump apologized to Justice Brett M.

Kavanaugh and his family for the “terrible pain

and suffering” they endured after his

confirmation to the Supreme Court was marred

by accusations of sexual misconduct.

    By Ashley Parker and John Wagner1 hour

ago



McConnell signals he would push to fill a

Supreme Court vacancy in 2020 despite 2016

example

Missing Saudi journalist’s fiancee demands to

know: ‘Where is Jamal?’

In an extensive interview, Jamal Khashoggi’s

fiancee recounts their love story – as she did

for the police investigating his disappearance.

Hatice Cengiz has not been told whether

Khashoggi is alive or dead after he visited the

Saudi Consulate in Istanbul to finalize papers

for their wedding.

By Souad Mekhennet and Loveday Morris2

hours ago

   Erdogan demands that Saudis prove

Khashoggi left their consulate alive







Politics The Cut

Kavanaugh’s Yale Classmate Calls Out His

‘Blatant Lying’ at Hearing

“While at Yale, he was a big partier, often

drank to excess, and there had to be a number

of nights where he does not remember.”

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are,

from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed



scenario as documented),

blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups

(also - forwarded to Sen. Warren

to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-

necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total



bulls**t america/americans are!
[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are,

from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed



scenario as documented),

blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups

(also - forwarded to Sen. Warren

to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-

necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total



bulls**t america/americans are!
[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are,

from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed

scenario as documented),



blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups

(also - forwarded to Sen. Warren

to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-

necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total

bulls**t america/americans are!



[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what



total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]
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Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]
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doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:
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BREAKING NEWS

Senate confirms Kavanaugh to Supreme Court

Approved amid acrimonious battle, judge

cements conservative majority on the high

court

Brett M. Kavanaugh, 53, replaces the swing

vote of retired justice Anthony M. Kennedy.

Abortion, affirmative action, the interplay of

religious beliefs and gay rights, and the

government’s protection of the environment

are among the issues affected by Kennedy’s

departure, and Kavanaugh is likely to be to the

right of Kennedy on all.

    By Seung Min Kim and John Wagner14

minutes ago



Analysis: Senators representing less than half

the U.S. confirmed a nominee opposed by most

Americans

The Kavanaugh court is the one conservatives

have worked decades to build

Expect re-energized efforts from social and

religious conservatives to get their issues —

gun-control challenges, religious objections to

gay rights — before a court where like-minded

justices will make up the majority. The median

justice now is much more likely to be

conservative Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr.

    By Robert Barnes17 minutes ago

McConnell calls opposition to Kavanaugh a



‘great political gift’ to Republicans

The Senate majority leader said that he never

considered urging President Trump to

withdraw Brett M. Kavanaugh’s nomination

despite allegations of sexual misconduct.

    By Seung Min Kim1 hour ago

    Demonstrators at U.S. Capitol protest ahead

of Kavanaugh vote

(Chip Somodevilla / Getty Images)Voicing

opposition

(Chip Somodevilla / Getty Images)

The Take

Analysis



The Kavanaugh battle magnifies divisions and

may leave lasting scars

The impact will be felt in the midterm

elections, at the Supreme Court and especially

in the gender differences shaping the politics

of the country.

    By Dan Balz

Campaign 2018

Senate races move right, House races move

left in political fallout from confirmation fight

The nomination fight has injected new

volatility into the midterm elections, reshaping

races across the country.



    By Matt Viser, Tracy Jan, Kyle Swenson and

Cleve R. Wootson Jr.34 minutes ago

MORE COVERAGE

The Fix: Impeachment could follow

Kavanaugh's confirmation. Here’s how.

After Collins announced her vote, a site to fund

her future opponent crashed

Justice Sotomayor comments about the court :

‘We have to rise above partisanship’

Senate Confirms Kavanaugh 50-48, After Bitter

Partisan Battle

    A deeply divided Senate voted on Saturday

to confirm Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh to the



Supreme Court, delivering a victory to

President Trump and ending a rancorous

Washington battle.

    The final result was expected; all senators

had announced their intentions by Friday, after

the nomination cleared a crucial procedural

hurdle.

13m ago

Supreme Court Nominee Brett Kavanaugh as

he appears before the committee on Capitol

Hill in September. Doug Mills/The New York

Times

Confirming Kavanaugh: A Triumph for

Conservatives, but a Blow to the Court’s Image



The Supreme Court will move further to the

right than it has been in many decades, with

two distinct blocs that reflect the deep

polarization of the American public and

political system.

3h ago

The Vote Count

This is how each senator voted on the

Supreme Court nomination of Judge Brett

Kavanaugh.

28m ago

Bitter Tenor of Senate Reflects a Nation at

Odds With Itself

The battle over the confirmation of Judge



Kavanaugh has exposed a climate of partisan

distrust rivaled by few other moments in the

recent past.

A top Democrat promised an investigation into

allegations against Judge Kavanaugh if the

party wins control of the House in the

Senate narrowly

approves Brett

Kavanaugh to

Supreme Court,

cementing

conservative

majority

Kavanaugh was confirmed 50-48-1, the

narrowest margin in modern history. 

By Jennifer Haberkorn



10-9-18

    Hurricane Michael is now a Category 3

    Breaking News

    The storm is expected to intensify as it

heads toward the Gulf Coast, making landfall

Wednesday afternoon

    'This is not normal': Water rises in

Apalachicola before high tide

    See Hurricane Michael from space

    storm tracker Where Michael is headed

    Florida braces for Hurricane Michael

    8 facts that show the power of this storm

    Today in politics

    live updates



    Trump accuses Sen. Feinstein of leaking

Ford's letter

    3 theories behind Haley's resignation

    Read Nikki Haley's resignation letter

    Trump: I won't choose her, but Ivanka would

be dynamite at the UN

    Graham says Trump jokingly asked if he

wanted to be attorney general

    Opinion: McConnell has done grave damage

to all three branches of government

    CNN poll: Dems maintain a strong 2018 lead

    President Trump: I know fellow Americans

who are evil

    Top stories

    Pike County high school player Dylan



Thomas died on Sunday after suffering a hit on

the field in a game.

    Cause of death released for teen football

player in Georgia

    The driver in the deadly limo crash was a

'reliable employee,' company says

    Anthony Weiner to leave prison early

    Hillary Clinton rejects Trump comparisons to

her husband

    Harvard's head diving coach resigns amid

sexual misconduct allegations

    Stormy Daniels reveals what Michael Cohen

said to her during airport encounter

    Giant mosquitoes emerge in North Carolina

    Suspect in assassination plot dies in

mysterious fall from window







Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III



Oct 6 at

3:5 9 PM

Wel l, Joe:

I'm asking

you directl

y to resolv

e what

cou lda,

sho ulda

alre ady

bee n

resolved according to law and tell

"pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?



http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in



terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 
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United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.



Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election



Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!





True of course ... america’s a total

fraud/bulls**t ... Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:
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True of course

... america’s a

total fraud/

bulls**t ...

Pathetic as

kavanaugh,

trump, gop et

als unequivo-

cally are, from

observation/

experience in

connecticut

(though less

than direct as

in the federal/

filed scenario



as documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[To FBI field office, New Haven, Ct. as per their 

request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf  ]
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Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III



Oct 6 at

3:5 9 PM

Wel l, Joe:

I'm asking

you directl

y to resolv

e what

cou lda,

sho ulda

alre ady

bee n

resolved according to law and tell

"pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?



http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in



terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.



Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election



Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than direct as in the

federal/filed scenario as documented), blumenthal

the fake vietnam marine of connecticut fame is no

better in terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/ doj/judicial



coverups in con-necticut which helped mobster/

fraud/criminal trump and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total bulls**t america

/americans are! [ To the FBI field office, New Haven,

Ct., per their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosumm

arytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 
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Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM



Wel l, Joe:

I'm asking

you directl

y to resolv

e what

cou lda,

sho ulda

alre ady

bee n

res olved

acc ording

to law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?



http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in



terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.



Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election



Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!





























Come on ... this country’s a total fraud!!!!!

[To FBI field office,New Haven,Ct,their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico



summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ] 
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Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III



Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request



Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great



fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 

  

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com
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Albert L Peia      http://albertpeia.com 

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan     

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).



Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer



(Florida). Please chip in now!

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation



Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren



Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/



experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per



their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 

  

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...
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On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>
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wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan     

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.



Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!



Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als



unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]



http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/Pei

avCoanetals.htm 

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm


helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/Pei
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Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico



summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/Pei

avCoanetals.htm 
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Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>



To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what

coulda, shoulda already been resolved

according to law and tell

"pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent



albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's

small request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia

<albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry

<admin@endcitizensunited.org>



Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018,

10:03:02 AM PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et

als unequivocally are, from

observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than direct

as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake

vietnam marine of connecticut fame is



no better in terms of coverups (also -

forwarded to Sen. Warren to no avail)

(obama, holder, clinton, bush, et als)

which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to

mention new jersey, virginia, new york

(ct of appeals, 2nd cir), california, etc.,

D.C. (u.s. supreme court), et als} which

helped mobster/fraud /criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/whore

america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!



[ To the FBI field office, New Haven,

Ct., per their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyof

perjury.pdf          ]    
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS

PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of
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the United States government

(legislative, judicial, and executive

branches...

Index of
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On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14

AM PDT, John Kerry

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan    
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http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of

the United States government

(legislative, judicial, and executive

branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018,

10:38:57 AM PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


 End Citizens United is dedicated to

electing Democrats, transforming our

broken campaign finance system, and

ultimately ending Citizens United. If

you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe,

click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is

threatening health care, immigration,

voting rights, and campaign finance

reform.

But standing together, we can stop



the Trump agenda and work towards a

brighter future for America. Can you

contribute $5 to take back the House

this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in

November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum

already. Every day, more people join

our movement to fight back against

the intolerance, discrimination, and

injustice of the Trump Administration.



It’s crucial that we keep it up through

Election Day.

2018 is our chance to put our

grassroots energy to the test. It’s our

chance to reclaim the House and

restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand

with Democrats Joe Radinovich

(Minnesota), Anthony Brindisi (New

York), and Lauren Baer (Florida).

Please chip in now!



Politics The Wrap

Jim Carrey Seeks Vengeance for

Accuser of ‘Privileged Kavanaugh

Goon’ in Latest Artwork

Jim Carrey wasted no time reacting to

the confirmation of Supreme Court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh on

Saturday. Following the Senate’s

confirmation of Kavanaugh by a 50-48

vote, actor-artist Carrey took to



Twitter to pay tribute to Dr. Christine

Blasey Ford, who accused Kavanaugh

of sexual misconduct against her

decades ago. The actor’s latest

artwork depicted Ford awash in the

colors red, white and blue.



The Late Show with Stephen Colbert-

After mocking Christine Blasey Ford at

a Mississippi rally, there’s only one

woman left voting for Trump,and we

have her photo above:











Come on ... this country’s a total

fraud!!!!! Total bulls**t!!!!! [To FBI field

office,New Haven, Connecticut, at

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyof

perjury.pdf   ]

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan/PeiavCoanetals.htm 
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Headlines



More Headlines

Ford would have ruled out

much-scrutinized Kavanaugh calendar

date, her team says - POLITICO

Ford would have ruled out

much-scrutinized Kavanaugh calendar

date, her team says

Kavanaugh said that any event like the

one at which Ford said she was

assaulted would appear on his

calendar.

POLITICO



Sen. Feinstein on most 'notable' part of

FBI probe

CNN

Pressure mounts on 4 swing senators

to decide Kavanaugh's fate, on heels

of FBI report

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation



Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what

coulda, shoulda already been resolved

according to law and tell "pocahontas"



Per sona



l request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opoc

oan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia



<albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry

<admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018,

10:03:02 AM PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et

als unequivocally are, from

observation/ experience in connecticut

(though less than direct as in the



federal/filed scenario as documented),

blumenthal the fake vietnam marine of

connecticut fame is no better in terms

of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder,

clinton, bush, et als) which included

fbi/ doj/judicial coverups in

con-necticut {and not to mention new

jersey, virginia, new york (ct of

appeals, 2nd cir), california, etc., D.C.

(u.s. supreme court), et als} which

helped mobster/fraud /criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/whore



america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven,

Ct., per their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opoc

oan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofp

erjury.pdf          ]   
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PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of

the United States government

(legislative, judicial, and executive

branches...

Index of

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

Albert L Peia      http://albertpeia.com 

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14

AM PDT, John Kerry

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:
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http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan    

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of

the United States government

(legislative, judicial, and executive

branches...
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On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57

AM PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to

electing Democrats, transforming our

broken campaign finance system, and

ultimately ending Citizens United. If

you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe,

click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is



threatening health care, immigration,

voting rights, and campaign finance

reform.

But standing together, we can stop the

Trump agenda and work towards a

brighter future for America. Can you

contribute $5 to take back the House

this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in

November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum



already. Every day, more people join

our movement to fight back against

the intolerance, discrimination, and

injustice of the Trump Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through

Election Day.

2018 is our chance to put our

grassroots energy to the test. It’s our

chance to reclaim the House and

restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand

with Democrats Joe Radinovich



(Minnesota), Anthony Brindisi (New

York), and Lauren Baer (Florida).

Please chip in now!
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ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 

ANOTHER TRILLION IN

DEBT 



Bull market echoes

1920s......





Chinese warship came

within 135 FEET of USS      

            Decatur!

    Kavanaugh was accused of starting a fight

while he was student at Yale, a police report

says

    Yale classmate says Kavanaugh 'was often

belligerent and aggressive' when drunk

    Lawmaker: Situation 'makes me want to

heave'



    Yale classmate: 'Omissions' in testimony

about his college drinking

FBI Says It Lacks White House Approval to Talk

to Kavanaugh and Ford

President Donald Trump’s comment Monday

that “the FBI should interview anybody that

they want, within reason"

Hundreds of law professors sign letters

rejecting Kavanaugh nomination

The Guardian

From Weinstein to Kavanaugh, what's changed

in the year since #MeToo went viral

Good Morning America



Politics Fox Business Videos

Christine Ford’s ex-boyfriend directly

contradicts her sworn testimony

The Daily Caller News Foundation’s Christopher

Bedford and Judicial Watch Director of

Investigations Chris Farrell on how Christine

Blasey Ford’s ex-boyfriend claimed that Ford

had helped her close friend prepare for a

polygraph test, despite her testimony that she

had never given polygraph "tips or advice."

Politics HuffPost Opinion

I Lived With Brett Kavanaugh At Yale. The FBI

Never Returned My Call.



Last Saturday, I called the FBI to offer

information potentially useful to its

US charges seven Russian spies over

cyber-hacking

The Guardian

Russians Hacked to Disrupt Doping and Poison

Probes, U.S. Says

Bloomberg

World Associated Press

US terminates 1955 treaty with Iran after UN

court ruling

WASHINGTON (AP) - In response to a U.N. court



order that the U.S. lift sanctions on Iran, the

Trump administration said Wednesday it was

terminating a decades-old treaty affirming

friendly relations between the two countries.

The largely symbolic gesture highlights

deteriorating relations between Washington

and Tehran.

Celebrity Fox Business Videos

Christine Blasey Ford’s ex-boyfriend claims she

lied during testimony

Former federal prosecutor Joseph Moreno

discusses how Christine Blasey Ford’s

ex-boyfriend claimed that Ford had helped her



friend prepare for a polygraph test, despite her

testimony that she had never given polygraph

"tips or advice."

Politics The Cut

What’s Going on With the FBI Investigation Into

Allegations Against Kavanaugh?

Meanwhile, Dr. Blasey Ford’s lawyers say the

FBI still hasn’t interviewed her.

Many Of Brett Kavanaugh's Ex-Classmates

Wanted To Talk — But FBI Reportedly 'Ignored'

Them

HuffPost

Brett Kavanaugh 'has faith' and 'hanging in

there' as Senate scrutinizes FBI report and



weighs his confirmation, friend says

Good Morning America

Brett Kavanaugh's college roommate claims

Supreme Court nominee lied under oath about

drinking

Brett Kavanaugh's college roommate, a

potential key witness in a background

investigation of the Supreme Court nominee,

says he's concerned that FBI agents haven't

contacted him to corroborate decades-old

allegations against the judge, who he claims

lied under oath about his drinking. "If they

wanted to talk about Brett's college

background, they would've talked to Brett's



college roommate and they didn't," James

Roche told ABC News in an interview Thursday.

New York Times reporter 'not at all' concerned

by warning of defamation suit after report on

Trump taxes

The president's lawyer signaled in a statement

the possibility of a defamation lawsuit "should

the Times state or imply" that he engaged in

"fraud, tax evasion, or any other crime," but

one of the reporters who broke the story,

Susanne Craig, is "not at all" concerned about

the warning, she told "Good Morning America"

Wednesday. Trump mocked the report Tuesday

morning, calling it an "old, boring and often told



hit piece" in a tweet. The Failing New York

Times did something I have never seen done

before.

New York tax department reviewing reported

allegations against Trump

The New York State Tax Department is

reviewing allegations that Donald Trump

received millions of dollars 

ABC News

Trump personally involved in legal effort to

silence Stormy Daniels: Sources

President Donald Trump personally directed his



former attorney, Michael Cohen, to initiate a

legal response earlier this year to prevent

adult-film star Stormy Daniels from speaking

publicly about an alleged sexual encounter

with Trump, people with direct knowledge of

the matter tell ABC News. Cohen was

instructed by the president in a February phone

call to consult with his son, Eric Trump, who

would coordinate the legal moves with an

outside attorney for the Trump Organization,

according to sources familiar with the events.

ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 

ANOTHER TRILLION IN



DEBT 

Surfer sets world record riding massive wave



----- Forwarded Message -----

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:



Subject: Fw: small request

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: albertpeia@mail.com

<albertpeia@mail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 4:25:13 PM

PDT  Subject: Fw: small request

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request



Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump and typifies the

great fraud/whore america ... what total

bulls**t  america/americans are!



[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf        ]    

Index of /112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com 

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA http://albertpeia.com 

The active and direct involvement of the United

States government (legislative, judicial, and

executive branches...

Index of http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

Albert L Peia     http://albertpeia.com 

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

http://albertpeia.com
http://albertpeia.com
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com


John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:
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Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation
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